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In this issue: 

1. Options for eliminating pseudorabies infection 
2. Health considerations for replacement breeding stock 
3. Diarrhea is an unnecessary disease 
4. Vaccinate for porcine parvovirus 

1. Options for Eliminating Pseudorabies Infection 

In early 1983 a total of 205 Minnesota farms were under quarantine because 
of pseudorabies infection. It is estimated that as many as 8% of the entire pig 
population in Minnesota is already infected. When herds become infected, there 
are 4 options for eliminating the disease. 1) complete depopulation and repopula
tion, 2) test and remove the positive animals, 3) segregation of the young stock 
from the old infected stock, and 4) vaccination with some combination of 2 or 3. 

1) Complete depopulation and repopulation is undoubtedly the most foolproof 
method of eliminating pseudorabies. It is not to be advised unless the original 
source of infection can be identifed and steps are taken to eliminate recurrence. 
It also requires some careful planning and clean-up. For example, the pseudorabies 
virus will live for 24 hours at 95 F. At 65 F it will survive for 30 days. Therefore, 
it is obviously best to clean-up and depopulate during the summer months. On 
clean wooden boards or in clean shelled corp, the virus has been shown to survive 
for up to 5 weeks. In ground feed the virus only survives a few hours. On moist 
metal, the virus survives for 3 weeks. On clean concrete, cured hay, or green plants, 
the virus only survives for a few hours. The optimum conditions for survival or 
pseudorabies virus are damp bedding at about 40 F under sterile conditions. In 
these kinds of conditions, the virus could live up to 140 days. Wherever there is 
bacterial contamination the bacterial growth will soon kill the virus. So will dryness 
or any non-neutral pH. The best, therefore, is to depopulate during the summer, 
clean-up and disinfect, wait at least 4 weeks, and then repopulate with animals 
that are known to be free of the disease. 

2) A second option is test and removal. This method has been successful in 
several highly publicized cases. It involves testing the herd, separating, and 
selling animals that are positive by blood tests. This method has been most satisfactory 
where a virus of low virulence initially infected the herd. In cases where the 
virus is very virulent, the whole herd is infected before there is any opportunity 
for finding any negative animals. 
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3) Segregation has been a very successful program. Young pigs from naturally 
infected sows are weaned and removed from the farm premise at about 3 weeks of age 
and are taken to an adjacent clean farm. These young pigs often have a very high 
level of passively acquired antibody, 1. e. , the antibody passed on to them in the 
sow' s milk. When these pigs reach 3 or 4 months of age, the passive antibody is 
gone and the usual experience has been that these pigs do not become actively infected. 
The segregation of these young animals from the infected farm has usually resulted in 
a new and a clean herd. 

4) The last option, and undoubtedly the most controversial, is vaccinating an 
infected herd to reduce the amount of active infection and virus spread within the herd. 
Vaccination is often used in conjunction with a segregation program. Infected sows are 
vaccinated and the young pigs are removed to a different premise. Alternatively, 
the entire sow herd is continuously vaccinated and if the young pigs are negative 
after 4 months of age and before vaccination, there is a good chance that the farm 
is free of active pseudorabies infection. The Iowa State veterinarian, Dr. Lang, 
believes that this vaccination procedure has been helpful in eliminating pseudorabies 
from some herds in Iowa. 

Health Considerations for Replacement Breeding Stock 

Considerations for selecting a breeding stock herd: 

1. The farm is secure with strict entry rules for pigs and people. 
2. The herd has regular veterinary observation and careful documentation 

of clincial examinations and post mortem examinations . 
3. The farm has excellent animal productivity and records to document the 

productivity. 
4. The farm has a sound genetic program. 
5. The performance and health status of daughter herds is available for scrutiny. 
6. Specific disease information on the herd is available for the last two year 

Considerations when repopulating or purchasing breeding animals: 

1. Buy from one source and one farm. 
2. If productivity is equal, always choose the highest health status. 
3. Ask your veterinarian to contact the supplier's veterinarian and discuss 

health status. 
4. Test and match diseases between herds. 
5. Quarantine for 4 weeks . 
6. Treat for internal and external parasites. 
7 . Vaccinate for your diseases . 

Baby Pig Diarrhea is an Unnecessary Disease 

During the past 10 years there has been considerable research and improved 
technology for the diagnosis and control of baby pig diarrhea. More is known about 
baby pig diarrhea than any of the other major swine disease problems. Baby pig 
diarrhea is now an unnecessary disease. Perhaps TGE is an exception. TGE seems to 
occur despite precautionary measures; unfortunately, the vaccinations for TGE are 
not 100% effective in stopping the spread of the disease. 
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Sows that have been previously exposed to TGE respond better to vaccination; 
their piglets are more likely to be protected,than piglets from vaccinated sows not 
previously infected with TGE. Within a confinement housed sow herd TGE is likely 
to become a persistent problem and will not disappear. It is very important that the 
directions for giving the oral form of TGE vaccine to your sows be followed very 
carefully. Failure to mix and administer the vaccine as directed will mean that 
the sow is not vaccinated and no immunity will be passed on to the baby pigs via 
the colostrum. 

The bacteria E. coli is the most common cause of diarrhea in new-born piglets. 
The disease usually occurs within the first 24-48 hours of the pigs life. Up to 
100% of pigs within a litter may be affected and up to 70% of those affected may die. 
Diarrhea at 7-10 days of age is due to other agents, usually rotavirus or coccidiosis. 

Using a combination of good management, scrupulous hygiene and vaccination 
the losses to colibacillosis can be reduced to less than 5%. 

In the past vaccination using milk cultures of E. coli, isolated from sick pigs on 
the farm, was successfully used to control the disease. This procedure has the 
disadvantage of using live pathogenic bacteria. The use of killed cultures of 
bacteria given as an intramuscular injection overcame this problem and this method 
of vaccination has been very successful. A further refinement has been the 
development of vaccines based on the component of the bacteria that allows them to 
stick to the gut and thereby cause diarrhea. These sub-unit vaccines based on K88, 
K99 and 987-P pilli have the advantage that they are independent of the serotype 
of E. coli found on the farm, furthermore the vaccines currently available are 
manufactured by federally licensed companies. 

The use of raised farrowing crates with floors having a high percentage of void 
space coupled with thorough cleanups between groups of pigs will aid in controlling 
colibacillosis . 

The successful control of any enteric condition depends on the accurate diagnosis 
of that condition. The key to diagnosis is the submission of live untreated pigs to a 
diagnostic laboratory. Pigs that have been dead for 12-24 hours or longer are 
practically useless when it comes to the diagnosis of a disease. 

One of the most difficult baby pig scouring problems is caused by coccidiosis. 
It is especially common in 7 to 10 day old pigs and seems to be more common during 
the autumn than any other time. Additionally, it seems to be almost predictable and 
far more severe on concrete slatted floors . 

Several therapeutic regimens have been proposed to control coccidiosis. They 
involve the use of cattle and chicken coccidiostats and none of the programs is 
specifically approved for pigs. The best and often the cheapest long-term program 
for control is changing the farrowing house floor to a more self-cleaning floor, either 
wire mesh or rubber-coated expanded metal. Both of these floors substantially 
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reduce the infective does to which the young pig is exposed; changing the floor 
often seems to be cheaper than high-priced medications in the sow feed. In addition, 
these floors give pigs better footing, there is less crushing, and fewer foot and leg 
problems in the young pigs . 

Even though these floors are more self-cleaning, it is still necessary to scrape 
the floor behind the sow the first several days after farrowing so that the young pig 
is not exposed to sow fecal material. 

Vaccination for Parvovirus 

Research at the University of Minnesota has concentrated on parvovirus for the 
last 5 years. Parvovirus manifests itself in 3 different ways on farms. In 
continuously farrowing farms parvovirus shows itself by too many mummified fetuses, 
especially in gilt litters, and too many small litters in gilt farrowings. This insidious 
problem often goes unnoticed. The second type of outbreak, very common in group 
farrowing programs, occurs about every 2 or 3 years. It appears that the total herd 
immunity to parvovirus drops, thus giving the virus a new opportunity to cause problems. 
Again, it is manifested by mummified pigs, small litters, failure to farrow and an 
occassional abortion. Rarely does parvovirus cause repeat breeding. The third 
kind of parvovirus infection is very rare; it is a complete reproductive failure caused 
by parvovirus being introduced into an otherwise parvovirus-free herd. Since well 
over 90% of the herds are already infected with parvovirus, these problems are 
uncommon. 

Our vaccine studies show rather convincingly that 2 injections of the vaccine 
are better than one. We prefer that the first vaccination be given to the gilts 
as they are being moved into the gilt pool. A second vaccination can then be given 
about a week ahead of breeding. Since the vaccine is a killed virus product, the 
vaccination of sows will do no harm. Our economic studies show that one can 
expect a consistently higher return from vaccinating gilts than from vaccinating 
the sows. 

Prepared by A. D. Leman and W. Hall, Extension Swine Veterinarians. 
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